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Simulation is a powerful tool that can be used for systematic planning, analysis, and decision-making. Proper designing is
preliminary required to construct a new tunnel over an existing tunnel to ensure safety and durability. Once an underpass tunnel
completes, the interaction between the tunnel structure and the nearby soil gains a stable state and the stress of the tunnel is
balanced. However, the stability of an existing tunnel is aﬀected if the construction in the nearby area is not properly analyzed. This
article proposes a numerical simulation model to empirically analyze lining force and surface settlement in order to ensure safety
in engineering practice. The existing tunnel structure working condition is simulated under the new tunnel. The artiﬁcial
honeybee colony algorithm is used to extract the parameter fusion characteristic value of tunnel inﬂuence and the model of
estimating the bending moment of group piles. The structural mechanics of existing tunnels under new tunnels are analyzed using
the triple bend model to improve the bearing capacity of existing tunnels under new tunnels. Based on the above analysis,
numerical simulation experiments are designed. The proposed method has high accuracy and strong ﬁtting ability and can
eﬀectively reduce the displacement of existing tunnels. Moreover, the method can improve the bearing capacity of tunnels. For
tunneling operation, the results of the simulation may be used as a recommendation.

1. Introduction
With the rampant expansion of urbanization, the means of
transportation is also increasing exponentially. Demands for
the construction of new metro routes, tracks, and rail transit
are also rising accordingly. With the development of urban
rail transit, it is unavoidable to cross the old and new metro
tracks [1]. Due to congestion in urban areas and the shortage
of space, the construction of more than one tunnel at one site
is becoming the ultimate option. In this day and age of
prevailing urbanization, it is not uncommon that the formation of the metro network and underpass tracks passes
through an existing underpass tunnel [2]. Construction of
tunnels within the built environment requires comparatively
more support and geotechnical strength [3]. Construction of
new tunnels may not only weaken the existing tunnel, but
the high-rise buildings nearby may also be subject to ground
movements. How to control the deformation of both new
and existing tunnels is an important problem in engineering
construction [4]. For the safe operation of existing tunnels, it

is of great signiﬁcance to deal with the deformation law of
the existing tunnel, its structure, and settlement protection
measures. In order to reduce the inﬂuence of underpass
construction on existing tunnels and ensure the safe operation of the subway, it is necessary to study the inﬂuence law
and parameter control of underpass construction.
One of the most eﬀective uses of computer technology
that have revolutionized civil engineering is computer-based
simulation [4]. Numerical simulation has been preferred for
its low cost and feasible operability. The simulation can be
used for the geometry and the geological and geotechnical
details of various construction materials. Researchers believe
that numerical analysis must be carried out when the ratio
σ cm /ρ0 falls from the threshold of 0.15 [5]. The use of numerical simulation is not only eﬀective for the systematic
construction of tunnels but also useful for environmental
protection. In order to explore the impact of new tunnel
underpass construction on the existing expressway and
select a more suitable construction method for the new
tunnel, taking a new shallow buried and concealed tunnel,
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for example, the numerical simulation is carried out with the
help of Nasya and FLAC3D [6]. The research results show
that ﬁrstly, the greater the soil cover, the greater the pressure
on the tunnel support, the greater the settlement of the soil
caused by the new tunnel. This shows that the settlement of
the surrounding rock under the subgrade is greater than that
under the shoulder. Secondly, because the temporary support can weaken the deformation of soil, the road settlement
caused by the Completely Randomized Design (CRD)
method with more temporary support is signiﬁcantly less
than that caused by the bench method. According to the
research studies [7, 8], the deformation control standard, soil
improvement technology, and conﬁned water treatment
measures of existing stations are to be studied in depth by
combining engineering analogy, theoretical research and
numerical analysis, combined with geological conditions,
and surrounding environment. Reasonable conclusions are
obtained by analyzing the impact on existing stations during
construction. Similarly, for feasible underground excavation
design technical scheme and Movement Joint Spacing (MJS)
auxiliary construction, methods of reinforcement, thickness,
and relevant parameters are to be considered. By studying
the double rectangular concealed excavation construction
after MJS reinforcement, the settlement deformation, internal force, and cracks of the existing station structure meet
the corresponding protection standards, and the rationality
and feasibility of the design scheme are veriﬁed. Numerical
simulation is one of the methods to examine such issues
[9, 10]. Moreover, numerical simulation is preferred by [5]
to ascertain the interaction between the soil and rock, besides the tunnel structure. In order to deeply analyze the
safety of the existing tunnel structure under the construction
of the new tunnel, this research proposes a numerical
simulation model. The model intends to examine the safety
of the existing tunnel structure under the construction of
new tunnel.
The rest of the article is organized into ﬁve sections.
Related research work is covered in Section 2. Analysis of
tunnel deformation is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 is
about the tunnel impact analysis method. Numerical simulation experiments are mentioned in Section 5. Conclusion
is written in Section 6.

2. Literature Review
Diﬃculties in the construction of tunnels are always greater
than those in other engineering works [10] due to the complex
mechanical property of tunnels, stress, and deformation
factors. Particularly, the surrounding rocks play a signiﬁcant
role in this regard because the structure is mainly supported
by the surrounding rocks in a uniform stress system. To
minimize the issues in construction and to ensure future
safety, deformation and stability are to be studied prior to the
actual construction. Various research works have been carried
out in the literature that targets the issues and challenges of
tunneling [3]. Franza et al. [11] presented the possible
challenges involved in tunnel construction and its eﬀect on
the side by buildings. Similarly, the numerical study of Li et al.
[12] focused on tunnel construction soft soil. Vulnerability
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analysis methods based on Building Information Modeling
(BIM) Technology have also been studied under the condition
of insuﬃcient lining [13]. To analyze the deformation of a
tunnel caused by the crossing over of a new tunnel, Liang et al.
[14] suggested an analytical method. For the geotechnical
engineering analysis, models have been proposed based on
numerical methods, such as Discrete Element Method
(DEM), Finite Element Method (FEM), and Finite Diﬀerence
Method (FDM) [15]. The approaches based on DEM [16, 17]
are for simulating the deformation of materials due to various
quasistatic conditions. The method utilizing FEM in [18] is
applicable mainly for analyzing linear solution and phase-ﬁeld
modeling. Abduh proposed the Norwegian method of tunneling [19] for a more than 400-meter long tunneling work.
Some state-of-the-art research works from the literature of
tunnels simulation are presented in Table 1.
Various software programs have been designed to effectively simulate the geometry of materials and the geological and geotechnical details of various construction
materials. Some well-known simulation software programs
are FLAC3D, ABAQUS, and CRIPS [5]. The CATIA V5
software of BIM is selected as the core software for simulating the tunnel structure. The speciﬁc modeling ideas are
given, including tunnel structure model, frame design, parameter setting, information addition, engineering quantity
calculation, and model application. The normal section
compression bearing capacity of the tunnel structure and the
inﬂuence of lining thickness are calculated. Following that,
the reduction coeﬃcient is introduced to calculate the model
stiﬀness under the inﬂuence of lining thickness. The bending
deformation method is used to solve the longitudinal deformation curvature radius, crack opening displacement,
and maximum deformation value of component connecting
bolt stress. The software may also be used for the analysis of
tunnel structure vulnerability. The simulation engineering
example shows that the soil pressure at the center of the
tunnel structure model at the top and bottom in the area
with insuﬃcient lining thickness increases and decreases,
respectively. The soil pressure at the edge of the area with
insuﬃcient lining thickness changes signiﬁcantly. The vulnerability analysis results of tunnel structure by the proposed method are consistent with the actual measurement
results. In [7], the settlement characteristics and control
measures of the existing shield tunnel during shield tunneling under the pebble stratum are studied. The research
work is about the shield tunneling project of Beijing Metro
Line 16 under the existing Metro Line 4. The adaptive
transformation of the shield is discussed by analyzing the
numerical simulation results of the settlement of the existing
tunnel, combining the ﬁeld monitoring data and shield
construction parameters, The law of tunnel settlement is
summarized, and the experience of regulating shield construction parameters is expounded.

3. Analysis of Tunnel Deformation
3.1. Causes of Tunnel Uplift and Deformation. After completing the existing tunnel, the interaction between the
tunnel structure and the surrounding soil attained a stable
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Table 1: State-of-the-art systems from the literature of tunneling simulation.

Author(s)
Abbo et al.
[20]

Title

Year

Undrained stability of wide rectangular tunnels

2013

Numerical analysis to better understand the mechanism of the
Funatsu et al.
eﬀects of ground supports and reinforcements on the stability of
[21]
tunnels using the distinct element method
Chen et al.
Face stability analysis of shallow shield tunnels in the dry sandy
[22]
ground using the discrete element method
Investigation of rock mass stability around the tunnels in an
Xing et al.
underground mine in USA using three-dimensional numerical
[23]
modeling
Jia and Tang Numerical study on failure mechanism of the tunnel in a jointed
[24]
rock mass
Wang et al. Numerical simulation of the failure mechanism of circular tunnels in
[25]
transversely isotropic rock masses
Liang et al.
Eﬀects of above-crossing tunneling on the existing shield tunnels
[14]

state. The tunnel stress is balanced at a stable state, as shown
in Figure 1. It is assumed that the new tunnel is constructed
above the tunnel so that the soil under the tunnel has an
obvious unloading eﬀect in the vertical direction. Because of
this eﬀect, the soil approaches the state of stress release,
which leads to uplift deformation. The tunnel above the
stress reduced is subjected to additional downward stress,
resulting in uplift deformation [26].
In addition, the inner and outer sides of the retaining
structure of the foundation pit are subjected to the same
size and opposite earth pressure before the construction. At
this time, the retaining structure of the resultant force is
zero, whereas the displacement is also zero; see Figure 2.
After penetration, the inner side of the retaining structure
is no longer aﬀected by earth pressure. The earth pressure
on the outer side of the structure changes to that in the
foundation pit. With the development of the project, the
earth pressure in the retaining structure increases with the
increase in the elevation diﬀerence between the inside and
outside of the pit.
3.2. Reasons for Convergence Deformation of Tunnel Cross
Section. Before the implementation of the project, the
coeﬃcient of foundation earth pressure was K0 < 1 and the
gravity stress of the soil above the tunnel was higher than
the horizontal stress of the two sides. With the advancing
of underpass construction, the stress on the top of the
tunnel decreases gradually, while the horizontal stress on
both sides of the tunnel strengthens continuously. After
underpass construction, the gravity stress above the
tunnel is lower than the horizontal stress on both sides.
Hence, the convergent deformation of the cross section
appears. The inﬂuence of new tunnel underpass construction on tunnel convergence deformation is shown in
Figure 3.
3.3. Finite Element Model Construction. Accurate construction of soil models is the focus of ﬁnite element analysis.
In the analysis method of Gonzalo et al. [27], the modiﬁed

2008

Purpose
To investigate the undrained stability of
rectangular tunnels
To investigate the dowels and lining issues of
tunnels in sandy land

2011 To simulate the causes of tunnel face failure
2017

To simulate and investigate the stability of
rock mass around tunnels

To examine layered joints and their eﬀect on
the stability of tunnel using numerical code
To study the failure mechanism of the circular
2012
tunnel in isotropic rock
To investigate diﬀerent factors aﬀecting the
2016
behavior of existing tunnels

2008

tunnel model is used for ﬁnite element analysis. The yield
surface is shown in Figure 4, and the yield expression is as
follows:
2
1 p
t
 − 1 � 0,
2  − 1 + 
a
Ma
c

(1)

where M represents the slope of the critical state line on the
p − t plane, a represents the value p relative to the ellipse and
the critical state line, c belongs to the shape parameter of the
regulating yield surface, c � 1 when t > Mp, and c is not
necessarily 1 when t < Mp. A schematic diagram of the yield
surface of the modiﬁed tunnel model is shown in Figure 5.
Generally, c � 1 in the model adjusts the yield surface
according to the value pc of the ellipse yield surface and the
p-axis intersection. However, when c is less than 1 and a is
used as the hardening parameter, the relationship between
the two is shown in the following equation:
a � a0 exp 1 + e0 

1 − Jpl
λ − κJpl

,

(2)

where Jpl represents nominal plastic volume strain
(1 + e)/(1 + e0 ),e0 represents the original void ratio, λ
represents the slope of the consolidation curve in the same
direction, κ represents the bulk modulus, and a0 represents
the original yield surface area.
Based on the Modiﬁed Tunnel Model (MTM), the 3D
ﬁnite element analysis model is obtained, as shown in
Figure 4. In order to reduce the inﬂuence of size eﬀect on
the accuracy of numerical simulation, the model size is set
to 90 m × 90 m × 90 m, and the model has 52460 units. A
three-dimensional incongruent element with eight nodes is
used for soil [28], and an integral three-dimensional element with eight nodes is used for pile wall and tunnel
structure. The interaction between pile and soil and the
interaction between tunnel and soil use contact elements.
The normal and tangential behavior of contact surface uses
“hard” contact mode and Coulomb’s law, respectively. The
tangential contact friction coeﬃcient of the existing tunnel
and soil is 0.45.
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Foundation pit bulge

(a)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of inﬂuence of new tunnel underpass construction on tunnel stress state: (a) stress balance state before
undercrossing construction; (b) unbalanced stress state after underpass construction.
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Figure 2: Inﬂuence of new tunnel underpass construction on tunnel stress state: (a) stress balance state before undercrossing construction;
(b) unbalanced stress state after underpass construction.
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Figure 3: Inﬂuence of new tunnel underpass construction on tunnel convergence deformation: (a) stress balance state before undercrossing
construction; (b) unbalanced stress state after underpass construction.
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Figure 4: Finite element analysis model.
Figure 6: Supporting pile wall.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of yield surface of modiﬁed tunnel
model.

Figure 6 shows the grid division of the overall pile wall.
During the actual underpass construction of the new tunnel,
the distance between each pile is 600 mm.
The position relationship between supporting pile and
tunnel is shown in Figure 7.
For analysis using the ﬁnite element models, the following assumptions need to be made:
(1) Treating soil materials as homogeneous elastoplastic
bodies
(2) Treating the retaining pile wall and the existing
tunnel as continuous and mean linear elastic body
(3) Disregarding the separation eﬀect of the retaining
pile wall and other structures from the soil and
regarding the deformation of pile wall, tunnel, and
soil as coordinated
(4) Ignoring the time eﬀect in the construction of new
tunnels
3.4. Structural Simulation of Tunnels. In order to realize the
numerical analysis of the safety of the existing tunnel
structure under the construction of the new tunnel, the
prestress application control is carried out. The method
collectively utilizes the analysis method of the structural
safety evaluation parameters of the frame tunnel and the
wind load dynamic ﬁtting model. The lateral model is for the

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of pile wall and tunnel.

existing tunnel structure under the construction of the new
tunnel. According to the uniaxial compression constitutive
relationship, the length of the existing tunnel under the
construction of the new tunnel is set as 1.5 km. The bearing
platform is 12 M8 m3 m, the stress load is 158 kN, and the
diameter of the tunnel pile is 1 m. The propulsion data
acquisition method is adopted, and 34 pile groups are set
under the bearing platform for sensor data monitoring [29].
The steel web of the upper lower ﬂange is used as the stiﬀness
collection center of the acting beam. The distance between
the centroid axis of the steel beam section of the existing
tunnel and the beam bottom height of the new tunnel
matters. Therefore, the stress load of the beam section and
the safety value of the existing tunnel structure under the
construction of the new tunnel are analyzed. The stress
parameters, yield response, tensile resistance, and other
parameters are taken as the constraint indexes. The tensile
reinforcement moment of the existing railway long-span
skew frame under the construction of steel beam lower
ﬂange and the new tunnel is also analyzed. Under diﬀerent
load conditions, the relationship curve between compressive
stress and compressive strain of the existing tunnel structure
under the construction of a new tunnel is shown in Figure 8.
Based on the strain curve, as shown in Figure 8, an
analytical model of shear capacity in the core area of the
column node is obtained [30]. Through the peak stress and
the corresponding strain relationship, the safety constraints
of the skew frame tunnel are determined. Under the constraint of compression and tension damage index coeﬃcient,
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Pressure strain (Pa)

weight coeﬃcient Wc < 1 of tunnel impact analysis, get the
position parameter distribution of bee colony under the
condition of residual deformation as A[j], and let
A[j] � A[j + 1]. Under the condition of no residual deformation of members, the pile bending moment is as follows:
⎨ Bij · A[j],
⎧
pid � ⎩
Bij · A[j + 1],

if Wc < 1,
if Wc ≥ 1.

(6)

According to the above analysis, the characteristic quantity
of bending moment calculated by artiﬁcial bee colony algorithm with tunnel underpass construction is as follows:
0

Pressure strain

D�

Figure 8: Relationship curve between compressive stress and
compressive strain of existing tunnel structure during underpass
construction of a new tunnel.

the load parameters of railway long-span skew frame tunnel
structure are obtained. According to the above analysis, the
horizontal load displacement hysteretic analysis model is
constructed. Thus, the structural mechanics of the existing
tunnel under the construction of the new tunnel is analyzed in
combination with the analysis methods of constraint parameters such as axial compression ratio and prestressing force [31].

4. Design of Tunnel Impact Analysis Method

xi (n) · yj (n)
.
pid

(7)

In the bending moment calculation of pile group under
working condition, the tunnel inﬂuence displacement value
dij (t) obtained at the v detection point is obtained through
iteration t; then,
∞

v · xij (t)
,
v�1 gbest (t)

dij (t) � 

(8)

where xij (t) represents the time series of tunnel aﬀecting
displacement detection and gbest (t) represents the ﬁtness
function.

4.1. Artiﬁcial Bee Colony Algorithm. The artiﬁcial bee colony
algorithm [32] is used to extract the parameter fusion
characteristic quantity of tunnel inﬂuence and the buckling
support. The equivalent energy consumption state equation
is obtained according to the pressure diﬀerence of the inner
and outer pipe length:

4.2. Tunnel Impact Analysis Output. Under the condition of
additional mode, a model for estimating the moment of pile
group aﬀected by tunnel is established [34], and the optimal
analytical set of parameters for impact analysis is
Pg � pg1 , pg2 , . . . , pgD . The axial force of pile group affected by the tunnel at moment (t + 1) is obtained by bee
colony evolution:

w � μMCMA · d − JMCMA · b,

E(t + 1) � ci + ri · pg1 , pg2 , . . . , pgD .

(3)

where μMCMA represents the buckling support parameter
aﬀected by tunnel, d represents the buckling support energy
consumption aﬀected by tunnel, JMCMA represents initial
colony position parameter, and b represents initial colony
pheromone. Based on the analysis of the inﬂuence of the
residual deformation on the supporting structure of the
tunnel, the characteristic quantities of the supporting inner
and outer pipes are obtained, as follows:
xi (n) �  log(R · w)2 .

(4)

R�r1

In equation (4), R � r1 , r2 , . . . , rn  represents the distributed node set of the supporting inner and outer pipes
aﬀected by the tunnel. Through the homomorphic feature
mining method, the dimensionless parameters of the tunnel
inﬂuence are obtained as follows:
yj (n) � fij r1 , r2 , . . . , rn .

In equation (9), ci represents the coeﬃcient of pile
foundation under the tunnel and ri represents the velocity
aﬀected by the tunnel.
Under the assumption that a is the tunnel inﬂuence
coeﬃcient and the inﬂuence of the matrix soil layer on the
analysis results is ignored, the tunnel inﬂuence analysis
results are obtained:
Q�

rn

(9)

dmean (t) − dmax (t) · a · dij
,
dmax (t) · O

(10)

where dmean (t) is the average value of horizontal displacement to the tunnel, dmax (t) is the most inﬂuential displacement, and O is the dynamic change parameter of the
supporting structure.
Through the above process, the method of tunnel inﬂuence analysis based on artiﬁcial bee colony algorithm is
designed.

(5)

In equation (5), fij represents the evolution speed of the
bee colony aﬀected by the tunnel [33]. If the current position
of an individual bee colony is Bij , let the bee colony analysis

4.3. Analysis Model of Horizontal Load Parameters of Joint
Specimens. According to the tensile stress-strain relationship of the horizontal load of the joint specimen, the
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Figure 9: Bending moment test results of node specimen under horizontal load. (a) Pile foundation of tunnel 1; (b) pile foundation of tunnel
2; (c) pile foundation of tunnel 3.

horizontal shear strength analysis model of the existing
tunnel structure under the construction of the new tunnel is
computed [35]. Taking the steel such as I-beam, longitudinal
reinforcement, and stirrup as the specimen, the mean value
of the residual stress is obtained as the elastic deformation
increment of the existing tunnel structure under the construction of the new tunnel. The stiﬀness of the steel-reinforced section of the existing tunnel structure under the
construction of the new tunnel is set as 55 kN·m. The
horizontal displacement SX is 12 M, and the maximum value
of axial force loading is 1400 kN∼1600 kN. Taking the pile

foundations of No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 parallel tunnels as the
test objects, the bending moment test results of the horizontal load of the joint specimens are obtained through the
fusion of the horizontal load parameters of the joint specimens, as shown in Figure 9.
According to the test results, shown in Figure 10, the
stiﬀness of the steel strengthening section is subjected to
stress loading under diﬀerent loads [36]. The axial force
increases by 3%∼4% along the pile body. At the same time,
the stress-strain relationship under reciprocating load is
obtained, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Stress-strain relationship under reciprocating load.
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On this basis, the threefold line model is adopted to
analyze the structural mechanics of the existing tunnel under
the construction of the new tunnel [37] so as to improve the
bearing capacity of the existing tunnel under the construction of the new tunnel.

Figure 11: Stress distribution along tunnel axis.
3.0

5. Numerical Simulation Experiment

5.2. Inﬂuence of Underpass Construction Depth on Tunnel.
In order to realize the numerical simulation of the stress and
deformation of the existing tunnel at the construction depth
d1 of the new tunnel, the values of d1 are kept as 15 m, 10 m,
and 5 m, respectively. When the underpass construction
depth changes continuously, the change of additional vertical stress σ z (y) generated on the tunnel axis is shown in
Figure 12.
From Figure 12, it is clear that when the construction
depth of the underpass is 3 m, the additional stress is small.
Similarly, when it gets deepened, the additional stress

Additional stress (MPa)

2.5

5.1. Axial Distance Eﬀect on Stress and Deformation. In order
to realize the numerical simulation of the distance between
the longitudinal axis of the tunnel and the axis of the
foundation pit on the stress and deformation of the tunnel,
the values of x0 are 0 m, 20 m, and 40 m are used, respectively
[38]. The distance between the longitudinal axis and the
foundation pit axis changes accordingly. The trend of additional vertical stress σ z (y) on the tunnel axis is shown in
Figure 11.
Through the analysis of Figure 11, it can be concluded
that the additional stress caused by the construction of new
tunnels decreases rapidly with the increase of the longitudinal axis. As the distance between the longitudinal axis and
the excavation axis increases, the additional stress decreases.
Moreover, the maximum vertical displacement and the
maximum bending moment decrease simultaneously. From
the above analysis, we can see that the distance from the axis
of the foundation pit has a more obvious impact on the stress
and deformation of the tunnel. Hence, it is deduced that the
actual construction process should be far from the tunnel.

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

0

20
40
60
80
100
Longitudinal axis coordinates of tunnel (m)

120

15 m
10 m
5m

Figure 12: Variation diagram of the additional stress of lower axis
at diﬀerent undercrossing construction depths.

increases. It shows that the construction depth of the new
tunnel also has a great impact on the tunnel.
5.3. Inﬂuence of Diﬀerent Underpass Construction Methods on
Tunnel. In addition to the above two factors on the deformation of the impact of the tunnel, this article also carried
out a diﬀerent method of construction of the tunnel drawing
deformation based on numerical simulation.
Figure 13 shows the inﬂuence of diﬀerent penetration
methods on the uplift of existing tunnels. As shown in
Figure 13, the uplift value of the construction method of
digging through strips at intervals is slightly lower than that
of digging through strips at intervals. Therefore, it is
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Figure 13: Maximum deformation of the tunnel under diﬀerent underpass construction methods.

Table 2: Structural parameters of existing tunnel specimens for new tunnel underpass construction.
Specimen number
1
2
5
4
5
6
7

Load than (L˖D−1)
35
65
65
62
85
25
36

Shear bearing capacity (kN)
547 ∗ 644
457 ∗ 644
574 ∗ 467
624 ∗ 467
475 ∗ 455
540 ∗ 454
470 ∗ 6920

suggested to choose the way of drawing out after two excavations in the new tunnel.
Settlement value (m)

5.4. Safety Test of Existing Tunnel Structure in Underpass
Construction of New Tunnel. The existing tunnel under the
construction of the new tunnel is divided into 24 groups of
single connecting members and 46 groups of multi-connecting members with a peak load of 2800 kN. The
structural parameters of the test pieces of the existing
tunnel under the construction of the new tunnel are shown
in Table 2.
According to the component parameters set above, the
distribution of structural safety parameters of existing tunnels
under the construction of new tunnels is shown in Figure 14.
It can be seen from the analysis of Figure 15 that the
method in this article can eﬀectively realize the numerical
analysis of structural safety of the existing tunnel under
the construction of the new tunnel. In the negative
moment area of the composite beam, the test results of
the tangent elastic modulus of the existing tunnel under
the construction of the new tunnel are shown in
Figure 15.
By increasing the tangent modulus, the increase of the
axial force along the pile body is controlled at 3%∼4%. The
inﬂuence on the settlement of the pile is observed as uniform.

-40
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1.45
1.22
1.65
1.66
1.67
1.55
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0
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-2.5
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Figure 14: Analysis of safety parameters of the existing tunnel
under construction of the new tunnel.

The horizontal loads and shear forces of the safety constraint
parameters are tested and the results are shown in Figure 16.
It can be seen from the analysis of Figure 16 that the
numerical analysis of the safety of the existing tunnel under
the construction of the new tunnel is carried out by this
method, and the estimation accuracy of the horizontal load
and shear parameters is high. Therefore, the maximum
displacement of the long-span skew frame tunnel is reduced
by about 60%, and the change of the axial force is controlled
within 0.5%.
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Figure 15: Test results of tangent elastic modulus.
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Figure 16: Numerical analysis results of horizontal load and shear force of safety restraint parameters. (a) Horizontal load; (b) shearing
force.

6. Conclusion
Tunnels have been constructed to overcome congestion and
topographical barriers. In order to study the settlement
characteristics and control measures of existing tunnels
under new tunnels, a numerical simulation model for the
safety of existing tunnels under new tunnels is proposed. In
order to optimize the simulation accuracy of tunnel structural safety, the reasons for pile foundation uplift are

analyzed, and the existing tunnel structural conditions are
simulated. In order to improve the accuracy of structural
safety estimation of existing tunnels under new tunnels, the
parameter fusion eigenvalue of tunnel inﬂuence is extracted
and the estimation model of pile group moment is constructed. Through the analysis of the existing tunnel
structure mechanics, the numerical ﬁtting ability is ideal,
which provides a reliable basis for the related domain
thorough research.
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